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The Western Australian Council of Social Service Inc. (WACOSS) welcomes the opportunity to make a 

submission to the Economic Regulation Authority on the additional tariff structure and reference 

services information provided as part of Western Power’s access arrangement proposal for the 

period 2022/23 to 2026/27 (AA5). WACOSS thanks Western Power for providing the additional 

information so that stakeholders have greater understanding and visibility of what it is proposing. 

WACOSS is the peak body for the community services sector in Western Australia and works to 

create an inclusive, just and equitable society. We advocate for social and economic change to 

improve the wellbeing of Western Australians, and to strengthen the community services sector that 

supports them. WACOSS is part of a network consisting of National, State and Territory Councils of 

Social Service, who advance the interests of people on low incomes and those made vulnerable by 

the systems that have been put in place. 

WACOSS does not consider that the additional information provided by Western Power has 

addressed the concerns we raised in our initial submission regarding the proposed increase in the 

proportion of the network tariffs that is fixed. We remain concerned that this proposal is inefficient, 

inequitable and not cost-reflective, with the impact that it would have on consumers not adequately 

considered. 

WACOSS acknowledges that Western Power is proposing that there would be a commensurate 

decrease in the variable component. It is important to understand, however, that for those who are 

consuming the least amount of electricity, which could include people who are consuming less than 

what is necessary for good health and wellbeing, an increase in the fixed component could result in 

them paying more than what they already do. Further, as articulated in our initial submission, this 

results in those small users subsidising to an even greater extent larger consumers of electricity. We 

note too that Western Power is proposing that after the initial increase in 2023-24 to the fixed 

component of 8 cents a day, that it will increase by inflation for the rest of the AA5 years. This is of 

concern, considering the high level of inflation that is currently being experienced and the possibility 

that inflation remains high into the near future. 

Western Power reiterates in the additional information that it has provided that the customers it 

consulted with supported a move towards more cost-reflective tariffs so long as the transition 

occurred gradually. It is not possible to determine, however, based on the information that Western 

Power has provided, how informed those customers were on the potential impacts of such a change 
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when reaching that opinion. We contend too, as has been articulated by the Australian Competition 

and Consumer Commission and discussed further in our initial submission, that higher fixed charges 

are not necessarily cost-reflective1 and that presenting information to customers that such an 

increase would be cost-reflective may distort the opinions that those customers form. 

WACOSS recognises that the decisions of retailers and the State Government’s retail price settings 

are a significant factor in how network tariffs ultimately impact consumers. Network tariffs do, 

however, create clear pressures and costs that will either be passed through or be absorbed by the 

publicly-owned retailer and State Government, and so impact on the affordability of electricity for 

end-use consumers. As such, the impacts of network tariffs on end-use customers have to be 

considered. Further, WACOSS does not consider that Western Power can justifiably advance new 

tariffs or changes to existing tariffs on the basis of the potential benefits they will provide for end-

use customers or for the utilisation of the network as a result of changes in the behaviour of end-use 

customers, without also taking seriously the negative impacts that higher fixed charges have on end-

use consumers. 

WACOSS does not consider that Western Power has provided sufficient justification or analysis as to 

the potential impacts on consumers for this proposed change.  An increase in fixed charges 

undermines the capacity for consumers to manage their bills by reducing their electricity use, and so 

is not a proposal that can be considered lightly. The consequences of such a decision need to be 

thoroughly examined to ensure that the reasonable requirements of consumers are being 

accommodated and that regressive measure that penalise low energy using customers are not 

introduced. 

* 

Yours sincerely, 

 

Louise Giolitto 

Chief Executive Officer 

WACOSS 

 

 

For further enquiries on this submission please contact:  

Graham Hansen 

Senior Policy Officer 

graham@wacoss.org.au 

08 6381 5300 

                                                            
1 Australian Competition and Consumer Commission (2018) Restoring electricity affordability and Australia’s 
competitive advantage. 
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